
Hollywood star Chris Pratt underwent a remarkable
body transformation for his roles in blockbuster
movies like "Guardians of the Galaxy" and "Jurassic
World." This article delves into the diet and workout
regimen that sculpted Pratt's physique, offering
insights and inspiration for fitness enthusiasts.



The Journey of Transformation

Early Days

Before his transformation, Chris Pratt was known for his more average build, especially
in his role as Andy Dwyer in "Parks and Recreation." His journey from an everyman to a
superhero physique is a testament to his dedication and hard work.

The Turning Point

Pratt's major transformation began with his roles in "Guardians of the Galaxy" and "Zero
Dark Thirty," where he needed to look the part of a physically fit, action-ready actor.

Chris Pratt's Workout Regimen
Discover the workout of a superhero with our experts from Total Shape and join the ranks of
chiseled celebrities as you progress towards a healthier life.

The Approach

Pratt's workout routine, crafted by his personal trainer, combined strength training,
cardio, and flexibility exercises. The routine was intense, focusing on different muscle
groups each day of the week.

Weekly Workout Breakdown

● Monday (Back, Biceps, Abs): A mix of pull-ups, deadlifts, and abdominal
exercises.

● Tuesday (Chest, Triceps): Involving bench presses and triceps workouts.
● Wednesday: Rest Day
● Thursday (Legs): Squats, leg presses, and calf raises.
● Friday (Shoulders): A combination of military push-ups, lateral raises, and delt

flys.
● Weekend: Rest and Recovery

Key Workout Principles

● Consistency and Intensity: Pratt trained four days a week, allowing three days for
muscle recovery.
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● Variety: Incorporating different exercises to target all muscle groups.
● Progressive Overload: Gradually increasing the intensity of workouts.

Chris Pratt's Diet Plan

The Basics

Pratt's diet was high in protein and low in carbs, focusing on nutrient-rich foods to fuel
his workouts and muscle recovery.

Daily Diet Components

● Protein Sources: Chicken, fish, and lean meats.
● Carbohydrates: Brown rice, quinoa, and sweet potatoes.
● Fruits and Vegetables: Berries, leafy greens, and a variety of vegetables.
● Hydration: Plenty of water and avoiding sugary drinks.

Diet Discipline

Pratt's diet was strict, avoiding processed foods and sugars, and emphasizing whole,
natural foods for optimal health and energy.

Supplements and Hydration

Protein and Recovery

● Whey Protein: To meet his high protein requirements.
● BCAAs: For muscle recovery and endurance.

Hydration

● Water Intake: Ensuring adequate hydration was crucial for Pratt's intense workout
regimen.

Conclusion: The Takeaway for Fitness Enthusiasts
Chris Pratt's transformation underscores the importance of commitment and
adaptability in achieving fitness goals. His journey involved hard work, dedication, and a
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willingness to make necessary adjustments to his routine as he progressed. By
emphasizing not only the physical aspects of exercise and diet but also the mental
discipline required for long-term success, Pratt's story serves as an inspiration for
anyone looking to embark on a similar path toward a healthier and more fulfilling
lifestyle. It reminds us that the road to extraordinary results in fitness begins with a solid
foundation of consistency, balance, and self-improvement. Here at Total Shape we know
what it requires, and have our best hopes for you in achieving the goal of being fit like
Chris Pratt.
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